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CURRICULUM OUTCOMES

Skimming and scanning a Spanish text for meaning

Revision of vocabulary linked to opinions 

Using picture images as a prompt for speaking

Using a complex text as a prompt for extended speaking

Using a glossary / dictionary

Listening for key points 

Translation from Spanish into English
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Resumen de texto – group work, further breaking down key concepts

Watch the video and answer the question- What is Universal Health Coverage?

Video clip: Cobertura universal en Las Américas – watch the video. Watch the video a second time with
‘Find the Spanish for’ slide. Answers are on the following slide

Présentation en groupes – speaking opportunity to summarise all that has been learned in this short
unit of work

Resources:
PPT slide (could be printed) with group work tasks and space to fill in the English
PPT slide including link to YouTube clip about Cobertura universal en Las Américas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl5zrIXoK9Q
PPT slide with Find the Spanish task (could be printed)
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GLOBAL LEARNING OUTCOMES
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Action

SMSC: Ability to be reflective about their own beliefs and perspective on life, investigating and offering
reasoned views about moral and ethical issues.
British Values: Mutual respect and tolerance of different beliefs, individual liberty.

Students can explain that good health is a state of well-being, not just an absence of
disease

Students can give an example of social inequality in healthcare and how Universal Health
Coverage can help address this

Students can explain the importance of international action to improve healthcare on a
global level

You can spread awareness about the work of charities helping
to overcome barriers to health.

Spend some time researching the work of different healthcare
charities. 

Choose one or two that you like especially, and try to spread the
message of their work and achievements by sharing the

information you have found with family and friends.

https://yougov.co.uk/ratings/health/popularity/charities-
organisations/all

https://yougov.co.uk/ratings/health/popularity/charities-organisations/all

